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AnimalhealthEurope key messages
• Stay aligned
• UK should stay aligned with EU rules and EU should allow UK to stay connected
• Impact on: availability of medicines; UK-Ireland joint labelling

• Transition period
• Political agreement to 21 month transition period; but no certainty
• Should be extended until suitable MRAs are in place (e.g. inspections)

• Trade agreement
• UK-EU to remain sustainable trade partners; minimise trade costs and delays

• Linked surveillance
• Animal disease do not respect borders
• UK should stay in EU surveillance programmes (EARS-Net, Eudravigilance, ESVAC)

• Maintain talent
• Support EU leadership in R&D; continue mutual exchange of scientific talent
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UK: “We will also want to
explore with the EU, the
terms on which the UK
could remain part of EU
agencies”
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Industry key messages
• Stay aligned
• UK should stay aligned with EU rules
• EU should allow UK to stay connected in EU Regulatory Network
• Impact on: availability of medicines; UK-Ireland joint labelling

EC : “No way”
“MR not possible in FTA”
“Only if UK joined the EEA”
“Nothing is agreed until
everything is agreed”

• Transition period
• Political agreement to 21 month transition period; no certainty
• Will also apply to Animal Health industry in all aspects, allowing
for an extra and valuable ‘preparedness’ time
• Should be extended until suitable MRAs are in place (e.g. inspections)
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AnimalhealthEurope Brexit Barometer
Most concern
 Problems
expected

Most optimism
 No problems
expected

• Bringing products to market in UK
• Impact on UK trade and exports
• Impact on post-licencing controls

• R&D in the animal health sector
• Public health and food production
• Animal health and welfare
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AnimalhealthEurope Brexit Barometer
- bringing products to market
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Timing
implications

• New EU Regulation on VMPs
 Adopted Q1 – Q2 2019?
 Becomes applicable 3 years later (2022)

• UK Withdrawal Bill to ‘download’ EU legislation
 EU legislation must be applicable on 29 March 2019
 Risk of divergences post-Brexit
 Opportunity to diverge / adapt to national situation
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Keeping Talent
• Impact on access to top scientists in EU pool
 Applied research underpins the industry

• Impact on access to veterinary services
 Fewer vets in UK = fewer prescriptions

Impact on R&D
• Diversion of resources to Brexit fire fighting
 Regulatory staff buried under Brexit admin burden

• Impact on product registration
 Impact on product launch plans
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Impact on trade
 Need to stay aligned with EU/int’l rules
 No tariffs on life science products
 But increase in documentation and costs
 Border control bottlenecks and delays?
 Unknown additional costs
 Trade deals – an unknown, timing?
 Land-bridge to Ireland - impact on Irish
business (none expected)
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Impact on manufacturing
 Cost of imported materials
 Cost of duplicated manu. site inspections
 Relocation of manufacturing to EU?
 Relocation of batch release to EU (legal requirement)
 Relocation/replacement of Qualified Person (legal entity)
 Relocation of testing facilities

 Assumption: in general UK authority will wish to avoid duplication
 MRA with EU?
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Impact on products
• Existing authorised products
 UK licence remains in place, but regulatory admin
• all registration routes (CP/DCP/MRP)

 Update packaging at next print run?
 Risk of divergence of SPCs over time

• New products
 Parallel regulatory assessment EU + UK?
• all registration routes; UK will try to stay aligned

 Delayed product entry to UK?
 Novel therapies and access to leading scientists?
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Other cost of doing business
• Pharmacovigilance
 Relocation of legal responsible person (QPPV)
• UK to recognise EU QPPV?
 Access to EU pharmacovigilance IT structures
• Database and signal management systems

• IT systems
 Will UK have access to key EU systems (MRA)?
 Will UK replacement systems be ready on time?
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Conclusions
• Business uncertainty; no clarity on final arrangement

 Industry seeks a final scenario close to current conditions or
similar agreements (e.g. EEA / EFTA).

• Major impact

 impact on business becoming clearer
 planning for hard exit
 keeping talent, R&D, product registrations, manufacturing,
pharmacovigilance and IT structures

• Optimism, and looking for opportunities
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Thank you!

